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About This Game

Play as several uniquely developed characters in a time of war as they fight for freedom while a greater darkness grows amidst
the chaos.

Based on old-school Final Fantasy games; made for its fans.

•Over 20-30 hours of gameplay, plus additional sidequests

•Play as seven different characters, each with developed storylines, character-specific sidequests, equipment, and skills

•Immerse yourself in a detailed world full of characters, cultures, kingdoms, history, and religion

•Fight in a traditional turn-based battle system with combos and skills to add a flare to combat

•Unravel a complex story full of loss and hope, both on a small scale between warring kingdoms and on a larger scale as
mysteries develop

•Collect hidden items and equipment, and complete a lengthy database of all the characters, environments, and stories
throughout the world

•Take part in a fun dating sidequest similar to the one from Final Fantasy 7
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As good now as it was in 1996.. Swap hex tiles around to form a path from start to finish. You can only move tiles that are next
to tiles youve already lit up.

The problem is that the boards are random, and consequently so is the difficulty and skill required.
I would be getting in to a tough level enjoying carefully shuffling through to get to the end as the timer ticked down, and I just
missed the finish! So close, lets get right back in to another game of... oh, the path is nearly entirely complete already and I just
need to shift two or three pieces and Im done... *sigh* next level.

Play in normal mode that has no timer and I might not have to lose because of the clock, but the boards arnt hugely difficult to
complete if you dont care about how long it takes you to finish them, and the major difference in how long it takes to complete
them is effectively a dice roll just like in Turbo (Timed) mode.

As the game goes on it varies things up by locking some tiles in place and making you get more neighbouring tiles lit up to get
control of new ones. Both of these mechanics only serve to exasperate the core problem. E.g. there are narrow paths impossible
to get through because it generated a tile that doesnt form a route through and cant be removed because its not next to two tiles
you can light up to gain control of it. That can mean rerouting round half the level. After failing to do this once or twice, I
restart and notice the blocking tile is now a path right through making the level solution trivial...

Long story short: Getting poor scores despite my efforts feels crappy. Getting good scores from pure blind luck feels every bit
as crappy. Dont care about scores at all? Then there isnt much in the way of challenge here.
This just isnt a particularly well 'designed' puzzle game.. I don't usually like to write reviews (too self-aggrandizing, bourgeois,
etc) but I just had to for this Marco Amadei guy. Gotta help a brother out!

For one guy, he sure can develop hell of a game! I like the inventory system, stealing kraut vehicles, murdering countless nazis,
etc. And the realism with the weapons is nice, if a bullet hits your gun or your helmet it will make a "clank" noise. That's why I
like Easy Red too and that's how I heard of this game. The game has a lot of survival elements as well such as needing food
medicine, and even morphine shots to survive. I bought it on sale but it's worth full price, easily, for any WWII enthusiast\/Nazi
Murder Simulator fan and I can say the same for Easy Red as well.. this game is awesome. chalenging, I like it. Awesome VN!
BGM was fantastic, characters and BG’s were nicely done.. I loved all the endings (and possibilities) about “Who is Mike”. I
really hope that developers can consider making a sequel of this game, or another one with the same creature.

10/10. Please make more VNs likes this one! ♥. if you shorten it to the first letter of each word it says pp haha. TLDR:
Waaaaaaaay better than the first DLC pack. Still a little bare on content but what's in there isn't bad at all. Whether it's worth the
money or not is up to you but it's certainly not a complete waste either. Pick it up in a sale if you're on the fence.

First off, I have a funny feeling that the first DLC pack and this one were both part of the same package at one point before
getting split up. Cabba and Frost feature heavily in the story content of this pack, but are only actually playable if you bought the
first one. Combined with the general lack of content, Cabba and Frost's movesets being heavily based on Vegeta and Frieza
respectively and the general lack of balance in the first DLC lead me to suspect that it was originally part of this pack before
being split up and rushed out the door, either due to time constraints or just to make more money. Can't say I approve either
way. This leaves both packs a bit bare on content and the inescapable feeling that Bamco just want you to pay for two halves of
the same thing. A pity really, because it overshadows this pack and it's actually alright. What's there anyways.

The two new characters are pretty decent. While Frost in the first pack was a very clear moveset clone of Frieza and Cabba
played near identically to Vegeta, Vados and Champa have enough differing them from the rest of the cast to feel like their own
characters. Champa plays like a weird combination of Beerus and Mr. Satan with several attack strings of his own and a couple
of new (if a little underwhelming) moves, whereas Vados plays a lot like Whis at first glance but has quite a bit to separate her
when it comes down to gameplay.
In general, while Champa is a bit meh (and I kinda wish they'd gone a bit more Danny Devito with his english VA) Vados is a
lot more fun to play. While her moves are pretty impractical, she has a unique setup based gameplay style none of the other
characters share and her attack strings are pretty fun to use. Most importantly they're not just a copy-paste of an existing
character, so thumbs up there.
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The new chapters in the story are likewise pretty okay. While I would have liked Botamo and Auto-Magetta to be playable, I'm
not too broken up they didn't make the cut (Botamo's stone wall abilities would be difficult to balance in gameplay and Magetta
straight up can't fly, which is kinda necessary in this game). Basically you get drafted into the universe 6\/7 tournament and the
usual Xenoverse shenanigans happen. Their handling of the player fighting in the tournament isn't bad and they handle the
majority of the events of the tournament arc pretty well. It's short but really not too badly done. It's on a par with the original
Xenoverse story DLC if nothing else and manages to do things better in some cases as well. All in all, fairly decent.

The parallel quests introduced here are thankfully way, WAY less\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665than the ones in the
first DLC pack. They're difficult in the standard XV2 way but nothing I felt the urge to jump up and down and yell "This is
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t!" at. Honestly, they could have used more than just 3 (almost like the content
was split up or something), but there's nothing offensive about them (for me anyway). So another improvement there.

The moves in this pack are probably where the DLC is at its weakest. Champa's moves are kinda meh. Not bad, just not really
useful either. While Vados' moves are a lot of fun to play around with and are definitely nothing like any other characters,
they're not too useful either. I mean, they're strong, but a little gimmicky. Fun to play around with, but not exactly "I need the
best moves in the game to beat that utterly broken Broly expert mission" material.

Then there are the new equipables. I really like the Android 13 movie gear. It's actually new, and gives me a chance to fly
around yelling "look at my trucker hat" in online missions. The super souls are also good without doing something that other
super souls do better\/worse to some extent. I mean, it's just cosmetics and buffs, but they're not bad. I like them anyway.
Bearing in mind you do need to beat the new PQs a few times to fully unlock that stuff, it's not just available at the start. While I
don't like that approach (I already paid real money for it, why do I need to jump through hoops for it?) the PQs aren't painful to
the point that I'm hating the game for it. Just be warned.

I summary, DLC2 is a lot better than DLC1 (then again so are a lot of things). The stuff in there is honestly pretty good and I
don't have much to complain about really, especially with new story content at long goddamn last. HOWEVER I do think that
there should be more in here. Just because it's all fairly good doesn't mean that you get a good amount of it. Whether or not
DLC1 and DLC2 were part of the same package at one point, it still feels like I'm getting a bit less than I should be here. It's a
pretty good package, but I would not fault you if you didn't consider what's here to be worth the asking price. It's on a par with
the XV1 DLC anyway, even if it does feel a little lacking.
If you're in doubt there's no shame in passing on it (it certainly won't change your life and how you play XV2 anyway), but
personally I found it alright and give it a tentative recommendation. As above, maybe wait until it's going cheap if you're
undecided.. Wanted to like this game, but couldn't. I thought Jamestown was an excellent game and did this genre right. This
game not so much. This has the good cutesy vibe and the dialogue is funny, but its the gameplay and design that's the problem.
First off, your body is this long girls, but there's only this one small point that is the hitbox. The game says it's the center, but its
hard to tell during the moment and you constantly die because you thought you cleared the shot but the hitbox seems
inconsistent. For a game about making narrow dodges, games like phoenix force or jamestown do it much better than this, by
not having a long character. Also, the level design. You fight through a lone 3-5 minute level, with a mini-boss, and then a boss
that has 3 forms, every level, and if you die you have to do it ALL over again. No checkpoints at bosses or anything. You don't
get new lives to start each level, and you can usually gain a total of 1 life per level, but if you lose it and beat the level you start
next with 1 less. This poor design just causes you to replay and grind levels. There's a reason there is only 5 levels, about 30 min
of gameplay, but by forcing you to constantly redo levels over and over it inflates gameplay, a very cheap tactic. The screen gets
so filled up with different colors you can't tell half the time what you can shoot, what you can't and what is your bullets. Also the
hyper ability sucks. Jamestown had it right as giving you a shield for a few seconds to move around, as you will need it, and you
get it quickly in that game. In this it changes a few bullets by you to stars and you deal increased damage, but it doesn't help
much. Also takes forever to get. And since every boss and guy is using the blocking mode to take reduced damage (stupid idea,
this isn't a fighting game), you deal such little damage anyways. Jamestown beats this game in mechanics again.

Another annoying thing with game design; there are different formations and tactics and all these other things that are
interesting and change up the gameplay, but once you pick one that's it?!?! For a game boasting so little levels encouraging
different gameplay, why can't I try different things out during the campaign, like if I don't think my setup is right for the current
level, why should I have to redo all the previous levels and delete my progress....that's the dumbest thing I've ever heard. Also
you cannot change the difficulty, which is stupid. I played on normal and it was too grindy with all the things I mentioned above,
and I would have had to start a new campaign and redo everything to try easy. In some games that is acceptable, in a game like
this it's not. Now some tryhard people that only play bullet-hell games that love redoing levels till their fingers bleed will love
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this game, but those people are few and far between. That is why this game and those like it have positive reviews, but only 170
reviews total. Because the only ones playing and reviewing them are the people that solely play these games. So as a gamer that
isn't that, this game doesn't get it right. Jamestown is just better. 3.5/10.
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Very well made. Feels like a profesional VR experience from start to finish (about 10-15 min). It is not a game, but not 100%
passive. 10/10 Worth it if you want to demo your vive to friends and family. If you have no friends or family maybe you need
this anyway.. This DLC is great. 3 different versions (LNER Modern, BR Brunswick and LNER Double Tender). Sounds might
not be the best but there is the Steam Sounds Supreme which you can buy for \u00a35 to make it better for the LNER Modern
& BR Brunswick versions. The LNER Double Tender has it's own sound pack for \u00a33.50.. Well, wow. I bought this visual
novel on a whim when I picked up KIndred Spirits, so I guess my expectations were non-existent. Yes, I had heard of Innocent
Grey before, but I never got around to playing Kara no Shoujo, which from first glance appears to be nothing like Flowers.
Anyway, that said. Innocent Grey is a truly impressive company. I don't believe you'll find a visual novel, on Steam, with such
production values. The art is great, the sprites are great, music fitting, characters are actually interesting, and the story is never
really boring despite how mundane one would think the setting is. In fact the story is also laced with little mysteries that actually
make you think. The story itself is endearing, frustrating, and on a few occasions heart-breaking. For 20 dollars full price, this
visual novel is a steal. And I personally, can't wait for the sequels! And ah! Before I forget, the translation is top-notch. As an
avid visual novel reader, this fact simply can't be ignored. It just reads so damn well.

I did however make a mistake of doing the true route first, yes there is a true route for the series' continuity. It left me with
bitter feelings towards the other heroine, who in the end is a side what if route anyway. So my 21 hours is for one route only..
Necrosphere is a great old school platformer with a gimmick. The game is laid out like a metroidvania-lite. What I mean by that
is that there is one big level and as you gain new abilities as you progress, these abilities let you access new areas, and these areas
are designed to use these abilities to their fullest. The reason I say "lite" is because there is very little backtracking(a good thing
IMO), once you finish an area you get warped back to the start of the game and then you can use the acquired ability to reach a
new area.

The gimmick of this game is that it only uses 2 buttons, left and right on the keyboard, or L and R on the controller. The control
is super responsive but the odd control scheme may cause some to shy away from it. When I first started playing the game I
loved it, as more abilities became unlocked my enjoyment of the game faltered a bit as I was dying more to the control than the
obstacles. I gave up on the game and posted a negative review.

The developer saw my review and we began talking about it, he then messed around with the code of the game a bit and emailed
me a version of the game that addressed my concern, and the game played like a dream. The fact that a developer would take
the time to listen to the complaints of a single customer and implement a fix tailored for that customer is pretty mindboggling.
Developers who care this much about their customers are a rare breed and this fact alone is enough for me to want to support
him.

Having said that, once the fix was implemented the game played like a dream. The controls are super tight and the game offers a
very nice challenge. This game is tough, everything kills you in one hit and there are tons of obstacles everywhere. There are
very liberal checkpoints in the levels and instant respawns which means the game is rarely frustrating, it is simply addicting and
each death makes you want to try one more time.

Level design in this game is perfect, each level looks unique, and is loaded with unique challenges tailored to that level and that
particular ability used to access it. The variety of obstacles in this game keep things fresh and it never gets boring in the 2-3
hours or so it will take you to beat this game.

If you want a great retro themed platformer with an interesting gimmick, give this game a try.. All I have to say is the campaign
is short game would have been better if it was longer. undertale but spook. Wow! This is an amazing puzzle platformer. Not as
much of a brain breaker as something like Braid. But a very good game. Tight controls, great puzzles, and a surprisingly
interesting little story too. Highly recommended!. This is an old time classic, it works on windows10 without any fixes or
patches, on a laptop, great fps, old graphics but meh, can't have it all.
I love playing as Russia and removing Kebab.
There are also cheats when you feel the pc is cheating,
money = gives you resrouces
supervizor=reveals map. Not recommeded based on the controls. This game is also very clunky and not easy to get around
especially while carrying cats over traps or fighting enemies.. It's ok I guess
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